The following two results concerning Fourier series of functions defined on the unit circle were proved by Littlewood [5] :
I. Suppose that for any choice of complex numbers oc n , with I oc n I = 1, 2, a n a n e inz is the Fourier series of an integrable function (or a Fourier-Stieltjes series) then 2 I a n Γ" < °°.
II. Let Σι\ a n\ 2 <
co Then given p < ©o there exist complex members a n9 with \cx n \ = 1, such that 2 a n a n e inz is the Fourier series of a function in ZΛ Helgason [3] has generalized I to Fourier series on compact groups. Let G be a compact group with normalized Haar measure dx 0 
Helgason has proved Γ. Suppose that, for any choice of unitary transformations U y on the Hilbert space of dimension d y , ΣΎ€Γd y Tr(U y A y D y (x)) is the Fourier series of an integrable function (or a Fourier-Stieltjes series) then
Received April 1, 1965 . This research was supported in part by Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant A-AFOSR 335-63. In this paper, using Helgason's techniques, we propose to extend II to compact groups in the same sense. That is we prove IΓ. Let ΣdyTr(AyAy) < oo. Given p < co there exist unitary transformations U y such that ^ dyTr(U y AyD y (x) ) is the Fourier series of a function in ZΛ This is accomplished as in [3] by proving and exploiting the 4 ' lacunarity" of a certain subset of the space of irreducible unitary representations of the product group ILes U(d^ where U(d^ is the group of unitary transformations of the Hubert space of dimension di and S is an arbitrary index set. In the last section we discuss in general lacunary properties of subsets of the space of irreducible representations of a compact group.
2 The main result* For a positive integer n let U(n) be the group of unitary transformations of the Hubert space of dimension n. The normalized Haar measure on U(n) will be denote by dV. LEMMA 1. Let A be an n x n matrix.
Then for s = 1, 2, 3, , e n be a basis for the Hubert space on which A and V act and a { = ζAe iy ei), v { = ζVe iy e;> we have ( 2 ) ( I Tr(AV) IW = Σ *&&&< *<"_#"
where the sum extends over all i u i 2 , , i 2s such that 1 g i, g n. Each integral in the sum is of the form (6) is bounded by
B(s)
which proves (5). COROLLARY 
Let J be the canonical representation U~*U of U(n) and J 8 t be the tensor product of J, s times and J, the conjugate representation, t times. J 8 t decomposes into at most B(s + t) irreducible components. IfsΦt then none of the components is the identity representation.
Proof. If χ τ is the character of the representation T, then
Thus by the lemma \χ s which proves the first statement. The number of times the identity representation occurs in J 8tt is
be a product of unitary groups U(di). Let F(V) be a function on G of the form ies where A { is a d { x d { matrix and 1^ is the projection of V on U(di). Then
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where dV is the normalized Haar measure on G.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when Then 
.. Tr(A is AΌ
Hence the left side of (7) is bounded by where the equality follows from the Peter-Weyl formula. Now let G be an arbitrary compact group and Γ be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of (? 
Letting s > p/2 we obtain the theorem. We remark for later use that for some V Indeed the set of V for which
cannot be of measure one. We will also use the following [6, 5.7] 
x)).
It is seen as in [8, 1.4] 
If G -Hies U(di) then S can be thought of as the set of irreducible representations of G consisting of the projections of G onto the Uidi). Lemma 2 shows that S e A(p) for every p < co. It is a simple matter to prove that S is also a Sidon set. Indeed, if f(V) = Y, ^TV^FJ tes is a continuous function belonging to C S (G) and if U ~ {Ui} e G then
Uf(V) = ΣdiTriAiUtVi) = left translation of / by U, ies
is also continuous. It suffices to pick the U { so that A { Ut -| A { | to obtain that ΣnesdiTr(\Ai\) < co. We shall now establish a characterization of sets of type A(p) which will imply that every Sidon set is a A(p) set for every p < co.
For a group G denote by & v -& P (G) the algebra of operators on L P (G) generated in the weak operator topology by the operators {R y : y e G} where R y f(x) = f(xy).
We shall use the fact [2, Th. 6] Let Seέ? p be such that Sg = C7*0 for all £ e L E ; then SUf=U*Uf = fe L\ Hence 14 -ϋ so that (b) implies (a).
We now show that (a) and (b) imply (d). Indeed if (a) holds the projection P E of U onto L E is bounded in U. Suppose the Y £ L E is invariant under left translations, let P γ be the projection (belonging to ^2) of U onto the left invariant subspace of L 2 generated by Y. By (b) there exists Se£P p with S = P γ on Lj. Then P £ S = P F so that P γ e & p .
Suppose (d) holds and let U be a unitary self adjoint element of ? 2 . Then Z7 2 = I so that P = (17 + J)/2 is a projection which commutes with left translations. Let Y be the subspace of L E generated by PL% Π 14. Proof. One applies the same duality argument used in the proof of Theorem 6 (cf. also [6, 5.7.3] . Assume first that E is a Sidon set. Then given Te& 2 , define a linear functional F on C E by F(f) -Tf(e). Then F is well defined, since fe C E =>fe A; by the closed graph theorem F is continuous and has a Hahn-Banach extension to all of, C(G). That is, by the Riesz representation theorem there exists a bounded measure μ satisfying
JO
Since T commutes with left translations Tf=f*μ for all feC E . Conversely let E satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, to prove that E is a Sidon set, let fe C E and let T be an unitary element of ^2. By hypothesis there exists a measure μ such that Tf -/* μ. Hence Tf 6 C(G) and by Remark 5, fe A.
COROLLARY 9. Every Sidon set is a A(p) set for every p.
Proof. If μ is a bounded measure and ϋJ μ / = f*μ, then i2 μ €^p for every p. Therefore, by Theorem 8 if E is a Sidon set condition (b) of Theorem 6 holds.
REMARK 10. In [4, 9.2] a sufficient condition for a set E S Γ to be a Sidon set is given. This condition includes the requirements that the degrees of the representations of E be bounded. The fact that for Hies Uidi), S is a Sidon set shows that this requirement is not necessary. 
